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Welcome to this page. We are a professional offset printing machine manufacturer and supplier in China. The product we

will introduce to you on this page is Hengfeng six-color automatic offset printing machine, HFTF-6.

Hengfeng offset printing machine is designed based on internal advanced technologies, and we also have made

considerate innovations on its design, manufacturing, and accessories. So, this offset printing equipment is flexible,

convenient, stable and reliable in operation. It also features simple maintenance and low operational noise.

It also have the following features and functions. 

1. This offset printing machine is able to print six colors at a time, and it is also an ideal alternative to 4-color and 5-color

plastic cup printing machinery.

2. It can provide corona treatment for the printing stock before printing, and as a result, the printed images and characters

are clear and fadeless.

3. The ink supply quantity is convenient for adjustment.

4. Suspension arm of printing cylinder and former rollers ensure simple and reliable release pressure regulation.

5. The printing speed is adjustable, so the offset printing machine is able to satisfy your different demands.

6. It is able to print on curved surfaces, so it is commonly used for printing on plastic cups, plastic bowls, and so on.

Due to above features and functions, the offset printing machine has passed the CE Safety Certification and is exported to

countries like Bulgaria, Algeria, Australia, the Philippines, Indonesia, Brazil, Mexico, Pakistan, Bengal, Sri Lanka, Greek, and

India. It is highly appreciated by all our customers.

Main technical parameter

Printing Diameter (mm) Ф40-Ф110

Printing Length (mm) 95

Max. Printing Bevel Angle 12°

Printing Speed 7000-14000pcs/hr

Printing Size (mm) 310X100X1mm

Motor Power Consumption 18KW

In addition to offset printing machines, we can also offer plastic extrusion machinery and plastic thermoforming machine,

etc. We can also design our products according to customers demands. We accept the T/T and L/C payment terms. If you

have related plastic machinery need, please feel free to contact us at Hengfeng. We are confident that our quality and

price will impress you deeply.
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